
reduce air l ine breakage
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Benefits:
› quick and easy to connect
› heat, oil, and UV resistant
› low-cost
› highly-versatile - fits all air l ines
› saves time
› available in blue and red 
› reduces air l ine crimping and breakage
› comfortable handle for making connections

How often do you use the air l ine spring as a lever while coupling the gladhands? How often do air 

l ines break at the spring/tube connection point? How much time and money is spent replacing air l ines 

that have failed? Save time and money with GladGrip – a low-cost solution designed to extend the life 

of air l ines, all while providing a comfortable handle to reduce the amount of time and effort spent on 

coupling the gladhands. These highly versatile and rugged grips are manufactured here in the USA 

with a solid steel ½” NPT (National Pipe Thread) fitt ing and are available in both red and blue.
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GladGrip
How it works

By Ergonomics: Gladhands are difficult to 

connect in the best of conditions, add the 

oil and dirt from being out on the road, and 

you have a very slippery connection. 

GladGrip eliminates this problem by 

providing a solid, ergonomic handle 

allowing for a firm grip and the proper force 

required to couple the gladhand.

Every GladGrip is built with the 

highest quality steel fitt ing, stainless 

steel fasteners and durable, UV 

resistant shells. Built to last, the 

GladGrip has proven to be a tool that 

no air l ine connection can be without.

By Design: The vast majority of air l ine 

hoses break at a point of connection. The 

innovative design of the GladGrip provides 

a durable shell that surrounds and protects 

the vulnerable spring/tube connection point 

thereby reducing the time consuming and 

costly occurrence of broken hoses.

solid steel 1/2” NPT fitting 

made in the USA grip shells

shell unscrews for easy assembly

ridges for easy grip

stainless steel screws for durability

shell is heat, oil, and UV resistant

available in red and blue for easy identification


